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ABSTRACT The dense concentrat~onsof blomass colnmonly seen at fronts are often explalned by a
p h y s ~ o l o g ~ c aresponse
l
of the oiganlsms to the frontal environment However, some fractlon of the
enhanced b ~ o m a s smay be explalned through purely phys~calprocesses the interaction of floating
sinking or swlmmlng w ~ t hthe flows at a front To explore this hypothesis, I present a model of steady,
2-dlmenslonal cross-frontal circulat~ons,whlch I combine ~ 1 1 t ha vanety of swlrnming behaviors The
models show how patchmess may arise at fronts through retention and accumulat~onzones, and the
patterns which evolve glven vanous flow and swimmlng characterlst~csThe ecological slgnlficance of
the results 1s discussed

INTRODUCTION

N u n ~ e r o u s studies have shown oceanic fronts to
be the sites of enhanced biomass. Tidally generated
fronts around the British lsles are often the sites of
massive dinoflagellate blooms (Pingree et al. 1975,
Simpson et al. 1979), and show characteristic chlorophyll a patches associated with the frontal zone
(Holligan 1981). At fronts formed by wind-driven
upwelling, dense phytoplankton concentrations often
develop in and around the uplifted pycnocline (Jones
& Halpern 1981, Dengler 1985, Traganza et al. 1987).
Topographic fronts, formed in the lee of islands
and headlands, are often the location of enhanced
primary and secondary production (Simpson et al.
1982, Townsend et al. 1983). Water mass fronts and
buoyant plume fronts are also commonly found to
exhibit a n enhanced biological biomass compared
to surrounding waters (Houghton & Marra 1983,
Richardson 1985). The processes invoked to account
for this enhanced production are diverse, and generally involve a physiological response of the organism to the physical dynamics of the front. Thus it
is often hypothesized that the enhanced biomass is
a result of increased nutrient uptake, increased
growth rate, depressed photosynthetic response, etc.,
forced by a physical process. However, physiological
responses may not b e a sufficient explanation of the
enhanced biomass.
O Inter-Research/Pr~ntedin Germany

Many of the organisms which display enhanced
biomass at fronts also have the ability to float, sink or
swim. If this movement allows the organism to deviate
from the paths which the water particles follow, i.e. the
organism is not a passive tracer, then the potential
exists for the organism to become concentrated in certain types of flow. Thus some enhancement of biomass
could be caused by a directed swimming behavior
within the dynamic frontal region, independent of the
physiological responses of the organism (e.g. Olson &
Backus 1985).
Such a hypothesis has been explored by several
researchers, concentrating mainly on Langmuir circulations and internal waves. The theoretical work of
Stommel (1949) and Evans & Taylor (1980) examining
the patterns created by particles sinking in Langmuir
cells was supported by laboratory experiments of
Watanabe & Harashima (1986). These experiments
showed that the flagellate Heterosign~a akashiwo
would accumulate in laboratory-generated circulation
cells, giving enhanced concentrations independent of
growth. Kamykowski (1981) showed that swimming
dinoflagellates could interact with internal waves to
create locally enhanced concentrations within the
wave field. No studies, however, have examined the
effects of a vanety of swimming behaviors in a more
general 2-dimensional flow.
In this paper I use a simple 2-dimensional model of
steady cross-frontal flow to explore the mechanisms by
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which horizontal and vertical patchiness of biomass
are generated as organisms float, sink and swim at
fronts. I first define a general model, state its assumptions, and indicate the conditions under which various
types of swimmers may generate patchiness. I then
define the mechanisms by which this patchiness
evolves (accumulation/retention zones). Finally I
explore a specific model of cross-frontal flow, and
examine the effects of various swlrnrning behaviors on
the organisms' positions and concentration.
GENERAL MODEL

In this section I will define the basic mode1 assumptions, and derive some general results concerning the
interaction of swimming organisms and physlcal flows.
As will be demonstrated below, many of the conclusions reached in this section will be independent of
the specifics of the flow or the swimming behavior, and
thus are widely applicable. The variables used in the
model are summarized in Table 1 The subscript 'p' on
a variable refers to processes driven purely by the
physics of the front, e.g. the frontal velocities. The
subscript 's' indicates a swimming function, while the
subscript 'b' indicates a biological variable. The biological variables are usually a function of both physical
and swimming processes. While swimming is the
result of physiological responses and processes, the
end product is a physical displacement; thus swimming will be referred to as a physical process in the
present context.
A definition sketch of a hypothetical front is given
in Fig. 1. Fronts are formed at the abutment of 2

Table 1 Definitions of variables used in the models
C

Biological concentration field

CO Initial concentration field
Vertlcal scale of flow
Parameter controlling strength and direction of flow
R
Horizontal scale of flow
t
Time
to
Initial time
u b Biological horizontal velocity
U,
Physical horizontal velocity
us Horizontal swimming velocity (=O)
wb Biological vertical velocity
W,
M a x ~ m a swimming
l
speed
W,
Physical vertical velocity
W, Swimming velocity
X
Horizontal coordinate
z
Vertical coordinate
Depth at which swimming speed is min~murnor zero
zo
Vertical length scale of swimming function
z,
0
Angle of front to surface
$b
Biological stream function
q!r,
Physical stream function
h
k

Fig. 1. Definition sketch of a hypothetical front. Open arrows:
along-frontal flows assuming a quasigeostrophic balance;
filled arrows: cross-frontal flows. T h e light (L) and heavy ( H )
water masses are indicated, a s well a s the pycnocline (P) and
the front (F]

dissimilar water masses, usually light (warm, fresh)
and heavy (cold, salty).The front itself is characterized
by an upward or downward curving of the pycnocline,
such that the pycnocline intersects the surface or
bottom. This gives a strong horizontal density gradient
in the direction perpendicular to the front (the crossfrontal direction). Properties tend to be relatively uniform along the front itself, where there a r e generally
strong along-front flows. The cross-frontal flows are
much weaker; however, it is the influence of these
flows on swimming organisms which will be explored
in the present model.
Consideration of flows in the present study will be
restricted to steady 2-dimensional flows which can be
described by a stream function, $p= $ , , ( x , z ) ,where x i s
the cross-frontal coordinate and z is depth. The flow
thus has no time-dependence, and does not include the
effects of mixing (but see Olson & Backus 1985).These
assumptions are quite restrictive, but allow for simple
analytic solutions to the model equations. It will also be
assumed that the swimming behavior of the organisms
is restricted to vertical motions, i.e. 1vS= =v$(z),us = 0,
where rvs(z) is the vertical swimming speed of the
organism as a function of depth. This assumption may
be justified in 2 ways. First, the ratio of the horizontal
to vertical scales of the front is often 100 1; thus an
organism would have to swim 100 times fa.rtber horizontally to have the same relative displacement as
a vertical motion. Second, swimming behaviors are
generally directed by a gradient in some property
(light, temperature, nutrients, particle concentration,
etc.) The gradients in these properties are far stronger
vertically than horizontally, thus the stimulus for
directed horizontal swimming is weak.
The stream function, $,, gives the paths which the
water particles follow. From the stream function, the
physically induced horizontal and vertical velocities,
up and W,,, can be found:

Franks: Biomass accumulation at fronts

These are the velocities of water particles, generated
through the physical processes which created the flow.
When we consider organisms swimming in a vertical
flow, there are 2 cases which may arise: weak swimmers and strong swimmers. Here weak swimmers are
defined as those organisms whose vertical swimming
speed is affected by the ambient vertical water velocity. For a weak swimmer with swimming speed W,, the
resultant vertical velocity, wb, will be:

Thus weak swimmers have a vertical velocity, W,,
which is the sum of the swimming velocity and the
ambient vertical velocity.
Strong swimmers a r e defined a s those organisms
whose vertical velocity, W,,, is not affected by the ambient vertical water velocities, thus:

For both strong a n d weak swimmers, the horizontal
component of motion, ub, is assumed to be driven
purely by the ambient physical motions, thus:

The distinction between strong a n d weak swimmers
lies in the strength of their swimming compared to the
ambient vertical water velocities. Vertical velocities at
fronts are notoriously difficult to measure, but estimates from field studies and modelling indicate maximal speeds of ca 0.2 m m s-' (Foo 1981, Smith et al.
1983, Chao 1987, Werner 1987).This is the same order
of magnitude as the swimming speed of most ciliates,
flagellates, dinoflagellates, coccolithophorids, and diatoms (for example Bauerfeind et al. 1986); thus these
organisms a r e considered weak swimmers in the present model. Most crustaceans (copepods, euphausiids,
amphipods, etc.) a s well a s many types of fecal pellets
have vertical velocities 1 or 2 orders of magnitude
higher than the vertical velocities at fronts. These,
then, are strong swimmers (sinking is considered
'swimming' for the present context).
If we define a concentration field of organisms,
C = C(x,z,t), the equation of continuity in this 2dimensional system is (e.g. Batchelor 1983, p. 74):

Thus the rate of change of organism concentration at
a point is given by the spatial gradients of the product
of the concentration and the velocity. More specifically, this equation defines the rate of accumulation or
loss of particles a t a point through purely physical
processes. 2-dimensional frontal flows, and swimming.
Thus patchiness will develop if there is any spatial
dependence to -.a C
at

For weak swimmers, we can include Eqs. (2) & ( 4 ) in
Eq. (5),and make use of Eq. (1) to get:
at =

-

rC
U,-

aX +

ac

wp-az

a

1

+az (CW,).

This equation describes the physically induced
spatial patchiness of weak swimmers in a general 2dimensional flow. In the special case when the initial
concentration of organisms, C, has no horizontal
dependence, i.e. C(x,z,to)= Co(z),w e find from Eq. (6)
that:

The only variable which has any horizontal dependence in this equation is W,,, the ambient vertical
velocity. This gives the somewhat surprising result that
initially all the horizontal dependence of the weak
swimmer's concentration field is generated by the horizontal structure of W,, the physically induced vertical
velocity. In other words, under these assumptions, the
horizontal patchiness of a weak swimmer should
initially have the same horizontal scale a s the vertical
velocity.
For strong swimmers, w e can substitute Eqs. (3) & (4)
in Eq. (5) to get:

Eq. (8) describes the physical processes leading
to patchiness of strong swimmers in a steady, 2dimensional flow. Note that there a r e no terms containing W,,, the ambient vertical velocity. If w e again
make the assumption that C(x,z,to)= Co(z) only, then
from Eq. (8) w e find:

The only term with a horizontal dependence in Eq.

aU

(9) is -2,
the horizontal gradient of the horizontal ve-

dx
locity. Again, this is a rather surprising result, stating
that initially, the horizontal patchiness of strong swimmers is controlled by the horizontal gradient of the
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horizontal velocity. Thus the mechanisms underlying
the initial horizontal patchiness of weak and strong
swimmers are quite distinct. For both weak and strong
swimmers, as the biological patterns develop, the term
U

dC

-will

P Jx

become a more important component gener-

ating horizontal patchiness.
The results obtained above are dependent only on
the assumptions stated above: steady 2-dimensional
flow, and vertical swimming. The results do not
depend on the structure of the flow, or the vertical
dependence of the swimming. Thus these results are
quite general, and applicable to a wide variety of
oceanic environments.

ACCUMULATION, RETENTION ZONES

The analysis presented above demonstrated that
patchiness can be generated by organisms swimming
vertically in a steady 2-dimensional flow. However, the
mechanisms by which this patchiness is created were
not defined. Here I explore the actual processes which
result in patchiness in this physical/biological system.
The generation of patchiness occurs through 2 basic
mechanisms: retention and accumulation. A retention
zone is characterized by closed particle paths, i.e.
organisms cycle continuously about a closed orbit.
Accumulation zones are characterized by convergent
particle paths: organisms are continuously advected
toward a region and become concentrated (Fig. 2).
The distinction between retention and accumulation
zones 1s important: there is no physically induced
change in amount of biomass in a retention zone.
Neglecting biological terms such as growth, grazing or
death, the number of organisms within the retention
zone would be the same as the initial number of organisms. If organisms are lost from the region surrounding
the retention zone, the zone would appear as a patch of
enhanced biomass. However, the number of organisms
within the retention zone has not changed since there
is no gain or loss of particles from a retention zone.

This is not true of an accumulation zone. Organisms
are advected into an accumulation zone, where they
slow, or stop moving relative to the front. Thus their
concentration is continuously increasing through
purely physical processes: vertical swimming in the
ambient flow. Two types of accumulation zone are
important in physicaVblologica1 interactions; l wdl term
these compression and convergence zones (Fig. 3).
Compression occurs as organisms move into a region
faster than they move out, creating a net accumulation
of biomass. Convergence occurs as organisms are
advected toward a region where they stop moving
relative to the front. The important difference between
compression and convergence is that organisms continuously move through a compression zone, whereas
they stop in a convergence zone. Thus the residence
time of organisms is limited in a compression zone, but
infinite in a convergence zone. In a steady flow, a patch
created at a compression zone may move with the flow,
while a patch at a convergence zone w1U remain
stationary. Examples of both compression and convergence zones will be given below.
In terms of the model presented above, an accumulation (compression or convergence) zone occurs if
> 0, i.e. an increase in biomass due to a converat
gence in the biological flow. From Eqs. (6) & (8),
this convergence will arise from both gradients in the
concentration field C(x,z,t),and gradients in the
aW ,
swimming velocity, -.
Ignoring, for the moment,
az

contributions from gradients in the concentration
field, for weak swimmers accumulation zones will

aW ,

develop if -# 0. That is, patchiness will develop if
dz

there is a vertical dependence to the swimming

dw,

behavior. For strong swimmers, if #
r)z

du

2,
then
dx

accumulation zones will occur. Both these situations
are likely to arise in nature.

ACCUMULATION

X

Fig. 2 . Relention (R) and accumulation ( A ) zones in a hypothetical flow. Retent~onzones are character~zedby closed,
and accumulation zones by convergent particle streamlines

COMPRESSION

CONVERGENCE

Fig. 3. Two types of accumulation zone: compression and
convergence. The slze of the arrow IS proportional to the flux
of biomass across the indicated face of the box

-

- -
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The opposite of a n accumulation zone is a dispersal
zone, defined

ac
by r) t

4

DIVERGENT

4 CONVERGENT

0. Here organisms a r e actively

being lost, and their concentration is decreasing.
Dispersal zones occur under the same circumstances
as accun~ulationzones.
Retention zones a r e less easy to define in terms of
this model, and will arise only in restricted cases
(Stommel 1949, Evans & Taylor 1980). If it is possible to
define a stream function for the organisms, Jib, then a
retention zone occurs at a local extremum of l(lb,i.e.

In general, however, I ) ~
cannot be defined. An interesting result from Stommel (1949) is worth restating in
terms of the present model: compression zones can
occur within retention zones to give variations in
concentration inside the retention zone. However, a s
noted above, the total amount of biomass in the retention zone remains unchanged by these processes.

FRONTAL MODEL

Using a simple model I have demonstrated that
patchiness can arise through the interaction of weak
and strong swimmers with steady 2-dimensional flows.
I have described how this patchiness can arise via
retention and accumulation zones, based on the swimming behavior and flow structure. I will now use a specific model of steady 2-dimensional cross-frontal flows
to explore the patterns of patchiness which arise under
various types of swimnling behavior. The results obtained will be less general than those obtained above,
but should be applicable to a range of frontal types.
The stream function for the cross-frontal circulation,
+,(x,z),will b e given by the following function:
t&(x,z) =

kz sin0 tanh

X

z

Again, X is the cross-frontal a n d z the vertical coordinate. The parameter k can b e thought of a s the maximal horizontal velocity away from the front (units:
m S-'), a n d controls the strength and direction of the
flow. For k<O,the flow will be convergent, while k>O
gives divergent flow (Fig. 4 ) . R gives the horizontal
scale of the front, a n d can be considered similar to the
internal Rossby radius of deformation. The vertical
scale is h, which could be the depth of the pycnocline
away from the front. T h e parameter 0 is the angle the
front makes with the horizontal: if 0 = 90°, the flow at
the front will be directed vertically (upwards or downwards), a n d the front is symmetric. If 0 = 45", the flow
will angle to the side, giving a sloping front with a pro-

Fig. 4. Two cases of the model stream function (I&). Filled
arrows: direction of convergent flow ( k <0); unfilled arrows:
direction of divergent flow ( k >0). Upper panel: B = 90'; lower
panel: B = 45O The pycnocline (P), light (L) and heavy (H)
water masses are shown

nounced asymmetry (Fig. 4). It is this asymmetry in the
flow which leads to asymmetric distributions of plankton about the front. The ambient horizontal and vertical velocities, U , a n d W,, are found from Eq. (1).
The functional form of +h, given by E q . (11) was chosen somewhat arbitrarily, but gives a flow structure
qualitatively similar to those suggested by Pingree et
al. (1974), James (1978), Simpson et al. (1978), Foo
(1981),Garrett & Loder (1981) and Chao (1987). These
studies were performed at tidal, wind-driven a n d
buoyancy-driven fronts; thus the present model should
be widely applicable. It is not difficult to show that the
patterns of patchiness which will be described below
do not depend very strongly on the details of the
steady flow. Many different functional forms for l(lP
could have been used with similar results, suggesting
that the model is quite robust.
For ease of describing the results, it is necessary to
define some terminology before proceeding. With
reference to Fig. 4 , the pycnocline (P) will be defined
as the region of maximal vertical flow, i.e. the boundary separating 2 flow cells. The 'light' (L) side of the
front will refer to the flow cell which is closest to the
surface, while the 'heavy' ( H ) side of the front refers to
the deeper flow cell. This terminology is chosen to
reinforce the idea of a 2-layered fluid separated by a
sloping front, with the flows confined to the waters of
each layer (no diapycnal flows). It is not necessary,
however, to restrict the interpretation of the results to
flows under these particular circumstances.
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The solutions to the equations will be shown as both
particle positions and particle paths. A matrix of
62 X 44 ( x , z ) particles was followed for a time of
R / 2 k . For a front of horizontal scale R = 5 km and
k = 0.5 m S-', this gives a time R / 2 k of ca 0.06 d. The
initial particle field and water streamlines are shown in
Fig. 5, for both divergent and convergent flows (refer
to Fig. 4 for definition of 'divergent' and 'convergent').
The particle positions give an indication of compression and convergence zones. However, to distinguish
the two, and to identify retention zones, it is necessary
to refer to the particle paths. Thus particle positions are
plotted for both weak and strong swimmers, while
particle paths are plotted only for the weak swimmers
for most of the swimming behaviors. The maximal
swimming velocities used are equal to the maximal
ambient vertical velocities at depth z = -5 (nondimensional depth). All solutions will be given for a front
of 45"

This swimming behavior makes the differences between the weak and strong swimmers most apparent:
weak swimmers become passive tracers and follow the
water streamlines, while strong swimmers maintain
their original depth (W, = -W,), and are swept toward a
convergent front, and away from a divergent front by
the horizontal velocities (Fig. 5). Thus there is no
change in density of weak swimmers. It may appear
that the weak swimmers accumulate near a convergent
front; however any horizontal compression of the particles is compensated for by a vertical stretching, and
thus the particle concentration remains unchanged.
Strong swimmers accumulate on the light side of a
convergent front, and away from a divergent front.
Sinking
The next behavior to consider is simple sinking:

No swimming

ws(z) = -W01

A variety of swimming behaviors, w,(z) can be incorporated into this model. The most simple is zero swimming velocity:

DIVERGENT FLOW

where wois the sinking velocity. The results for weak
and strong swimmers are shown in Fig. 6 for both

CONVERGENT FLOW

W$

(13)

DIVERGENT FLOW

W
,

-2 -1 0 l

2

CONVERGENT FLOW

0

DIVERGENT FLOW

DIVERGENT FLOW

"'3

-2

-1 0

.7

-I

1

2

n r

7

W#

CONVERGENT FLOW

DIVERGENT FLOW

CONVERGENT FLOW

DIVERGENT FLOW

Fig 5. No scvimmlny. Upper row init~alcond~tionfor part~cle
positions. Middle row: weak swimmers' positions after a time
R/2k. Bottom row: strong swimmers' positions after R/2k. Left
column: divergent flow. Right column: convergent flow (see
Fig. 4). Central column: swimming behavior, w,(z) = 0. Frontal
flows (tb,,)shown by thick stippled lines

"'S

-2 -1 0 1 2

.7 -1

W,

o

7

2

CONVERGENT FLOW

CONVERGENT FLOW

Fig 6. S~nking.Upper row thin black lines are weak swimmers' paths. Middle row: weak swimmers' positions after a time
R/2k. Bottom row: strong swimmers' positions after R/2k. Left
column: d~vergentflow. Right column: convergent flow (see
Fig. 4 ) . Central column: swimming function, w,(z).Frontal flows
( ~ , , ) shown by th~ckstippled 11nes. All u n ~ t snondimenslonal
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divergent and convergent flows. From the particle
paths for the weak swimmers, it can be seen that
organisms or fecal pellets sinking from the light side of
a divergent front will cross the front, and be swept to
the heavy side. Weak swimmers within the pycnocline
of a divergent front are swept upwards before sinking
out of the flow toward the heavy side of the front.
There is no change in concentration of weak swimmers, as shown by the particle positions. Strong swimmers, however, show strong dispersal rates at the
pycnocline of a divergent front.
The situation is almost reversed for a convergent
front. Weak swimmers sinking in a convergent front
tend to be swept toward the pycnocline on both the
light and heavy sides of the front, with some horizontal
compression at the pycnocline. Strong swimmers show
high accun~ulationrates in a compression zone on the
light side of the convergent front.

DIVERGENT FLOW

DIVERGENT FLOW

DIVERGENT FLOW

W*

-2 -1 0 1 2

W.

-2-1 0

-7 -1

"6
n
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i

9

CONVERGENT FLOW

CONVERGENT FLOW

CONVERGENT FLOW

Floating
Floating organisms have a constraint which sinking organisms do not: they must have zero vertical
velocity at the surface. This boundary condition leads
to more complicated patterns of accumulation than the
case of simple sinking. I define a floating velocity,
w,(z)
as:

where wo is the maximal floating speed, and z, the
length scale determining the region in which the particle slows down toward the surface. Large z, describes
cells slowing down farther from the surface than small
z,. Results of the model using this floating behavior
are shown in Fig. 7. In a divergent flow, both weak and
strong swimmers accumulate a t the surface, near the
front, with slightly higher rates on the light side of the
front. The results are much more asymmetric at a convergent flow, with the highest accumulation rates at a
convergence zone at the surface on the light side of the
front. The particle paths for the weak swimmers show
organisms crossing the front from the heavy to the Light
side, while being forced downward at the convergent
front. Strong swimmers are sinlilarly swept toward the
front at the surface, but are not forced downward by
the flow at depth.

Fig. 7. Floating. Legend same as Fig 6

w,(z) =

W,

tanh (z

All the parameters are the same as the floating
model. T h ~ sfunction describes organisms swimming
downward from the surface, a n d upward from depth.
toward depth 2,. This depth z, could represent a n
isolume, isotherm, etc. The sinking and floating functions described above (Eqs. 13 & 14) are actually
specific cases of this function (Eq. 15).
This depth-directed swimming model gives very
asymmetric patches, a s shown in Fig. 8. In a divergent
flow, weak swimmers accumulate in a compression
zone at the front, while strong swimmers are dispersed, accumulating away from the front at depth z,.
In a convergent flow, the organisms are strongly concentrated at a convergence zone on the light side of the
front. Weak swimmers also show compression zones
near depth z, on both sides of the convergent front.
The convergence zone extends away from the front
toward the light side, with weak swimmers being
swept to a greater depth than strong swimmers. Both
weak and strong swimmers show a tilting of the accumulation zone in the direction of the front.

Depth-directed swimming
Vertical migration
The function describing the floating of organisms
can be generalized to describe the swimming of
organisms toward a particular depth, z,:

Vertical migration is a swimming behavlor displayed
by a wide variety of organisms in the ocean. To simu-
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Fig. 8. Depth-directed swimming. Legend same a s Fig. 6

late vertical migration through the model front, I combined the sinking a n d floating behaviors (Eqs. 13 & 1 4 )
in models of weak and strong swimmers. The 62 X 4 4
( x , z ) matrix of particles was followed a s they swam
downward for 2 R / k , upward for 4 R / k , a n d then downward for 2 R / k . For a front with horizontal scale R =
5 km, a n d maximal horizontal velocities of k =
0.5 m S-', the total migration time, 8Rlk, is approximately 1 d . The results of the model over 1 full migration period a r e shown in Fig. 9 for weak swimmers a n d
Fig. 10 for strong swimmers in both divergent a n d
convergent flows.
As the migrators move downward, the weak swimmers are compressed vertically at the pycnocline in a
divergent flow, while the strong swimmers are dispersed by horizontal divergences. At a convergent
flow, both weak a n d strong swimmers a r e horizontally
compressed toward the pycnocline. T h e weak swimmers also become stretched along the pycnocline by
the vertical flows.
During the upward phase of the migration, weak
swimmers in a divergent flow become more vertically
compressed at the front, while experiencing a horizontal shear which reduces the number of organisms
at the front. Strong swimmers become further dispersed at the front, but do not experience the vertical
compression of the weak swimmers. Some increase in
concentration is found at the surface for both weak
a n d strong swimmers, since the surface forms a

Fig. 9. Vertical migration: weak swimmers. Left column: divergent flow; right column: convergent flow. Central column: (*)
relative vertical position in the migration cycle at the indicated time (units of R l k ) . The organisms swim downward for
the first 2Rlk (top row of panels), upward for the next 4 R l k
( 2 middle rows), and downward for the last 2 R / k (bottom row)

barrier to migration. The compression of weak swimmers at the front by the vertical velocities leads to
much higher organism concentrations than the strong
swimmers.
Organisms migrating upward in a convergent flow
become increasingly compressed toward the pycnocline. Strong swimmers show very high concentrations
at the surface d u e to vertical compression by swimming and horizontal compression caused by the flow.
This is seen to a lesser extent in the weak swimmers,
which become dispersed along the pycnocline away
from the front.
In the final downward phase of the migration, weak
swimmers at a divergent front form a thin, concentrated horizontal band at the front, with the bulk of the
organisms away from the front. Strong sl,vimmers do
not become concentrated by the vertical flow at a front;
thus the horizontal divergence of the flow field causes
low concentrations at the front. In contrast, both weak
and strong swimmers become highly concentrated at
the pycnocline of a convergent front. The weak
swimmers, however, show lower concentrations and
are spread farther along the pycnocline than the strong
swimmers.
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Fig. 10. Vertical migration: strong swimmers. Legend same as
Fig. 9

Swimming speed
It is instructive to examine the effects of various
swimming speeds on the patterns created by the
organisms swimming at fronts. In Fig 11, the particle
paths and particle postions of weak swimmers are plotted for maximal swimming speeds of 0.5 X and 2 X the
maximal ambient vertical velocity at z = -5. The depthdirected swimming function (Eq. 15) was chosen since
it includes both upward and downward swimming.
At the lowest swimming speeds, the organisms almost follow the water streamlines. They are swept
away from the divergent front and toward the convergent front, but tend not to cross the front. The
organisms are not strongly compressed, and the
accumulation rates would be relatively low. As the
swimming speeds increase, the swimmers cross the
front, and strong accumulation zones develop near the
pycnocline on the light side of the convergent front
(convergence zone), and at the pycnocline of a divergent front (con~pressionzone). The convergence zone
is particularly pronounced at the convergent front, and
moves upward toward depth zo with increasing swimming speeds. The accumulation rate also increases
with swimming speed at both convergent and divergent fronts, a s organisms concentrate at depth 2,. At a
swimming speed of 2 X the maximal ambient vertical
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Fig. 11. Depth-directed swimming particle paths and positions for weak swimmers at 2 swimming speeds: 0.5 (upper 2
rows) and 2.0 (lower 2 rows) t ~ m e sthe maximal ambient
vertical velocity at z = -5

velocity, the swimming patterns are very similar to
those of the strong swimmers (not shown). For both
convergent and divergent fronts, stronger swimmers
remain closer to the front than weak swimmers. The
horizontal flows at a divergent front tend to sweep
weak swimmers away from the front, while the strong
vertical flows at a convergent front carry the organisms
downward, along the pycnocline.
The actual rate of accumulation will vary depending on the swimming behavior, the swimming speed,
and the ambient velocity structure. The maximal
accumulati.on rate will occur at the point where
u b = W,, = 0. For weak swimmers, this implies that
W , + W , = 0, and the biomass-specific rate of accumulation is given by:

evaluated at the depth where W , + W,,= 0. For a weak
swimmer using depth-directed swimming (Eq. 15) with
a maximal speed of 0.1 mm S-', and a vertical variation,
z,, of 5 m, the maximal accumulation rate is ca 2 d"
(and will generally be much less). This is the same
order as the maximal growth rates measured for most
phytoplankton.
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DISCUSSION

Using a simple 2-dimensional model of steady crossfrontal flow combined with vertically-directed swimming, I have shown that horizontal a n d vertical
patchiness can develop under a wide variety of
circumstances. The horizontal a n d vertical scales of
patchiness differ for weak and strong swimmers, and
a r e controlled by both the swimming behavior and the
ambient velocity structure. Weak swimmers a r e more
influenced by the frontal velocity structure than strong
swimmers; both types of swimmers a r e likely to create
accumulation/dispersal zones around the front. The
accumulation rates of swimmers at the front can be the
same order as their maximal growth rates.
The patterns of accumulation of weak a n d strong
swimmers vary in detail, but generally show accumulation along the pycnocl.ine of convergent fronts, and in
a horizontal band crossing a divergent front. These
results a r e shown schematically in Fig. 12. The results
of the vertical migration study (Figs. 9 & 10) are not
very different than the sinking or floating studies
(Figs. 7 & 8). The longer time of integration (8R/k
versus R / 2 k ) allowed the patterns to evolve more fully,
creating a concentrated patch along the pycnocline of
a convergent front, and a concentrated horizontal layer
of weak swimmers at a divergent front (cf. Fig. 12).The
fact that the patterns a r e robust for different swimming
DIVERGENT FLOW

CONVERGENT FLOW

Fig. 12. Schematic summary of model results for organisms
swimm~ngIn (upper)divergent a n d (lower)convergent flows
Stippling: different concentrations of a hypothetical phytoplankton population; thin lines: isopycnals. Arrows: direction
of cross-frontal flow. Organisms are concentrated into a thin
honzontal band crossing isopycnals at a divergent flow, and
are concentrated along the pycnocline at a convergent flow

behaviors, and combinations of swimming behaviors,
suggests that the model may be simulating a fundamental process which should be identifiable in nature.
The patchiness patterns generated by the frontal
model reflect the results of the general model: the
patchiness of weak swimmers tends to be correlated
with the ambient vertical velocity structure, while the
patterns of strong swimmers are more closely tied to
the horizontal gradient of the horizontal velocity. Thus
weak swimmers tend to have high concentrations near
the front, where the vertical velocities are greatest. In
divergent flows this is manifested as a horizontal band,
while in convergent flows the band follows the pycnocline; however the concentrations are highest at the
front. Note, though, that the vertically integrated number of organisms may be lower at a divergent front
than away from the front. In contrast, strong swimmers
have low concentrations at a divergent front, as organisms are advected away from the front by the ambient
horizontal velocities. This situation is reversed at a
convergent front, where strong swimmers are compressed by the horizontal flows. Where these horizontal flows have their highest acceleration or deceleration is where the greatest dispersal or accumulation of
strong swimmers occurs.
The patchiness patterns generated by the model of
swimmers at convergent fronts a r e qualitatively similar
to the chlorophyll patches which are often recorded at
convergent tidal fronts (e.g. Holligan 1981). These
patches tend to be located within or slightly above the
pycnocline, with the maximal concentrations below
the surface. This is consistent with the results of the
present model, which developed patches along the
pycnocline, regardless of the swimming behavior at
the convergent front (Fig. 12). Such patterns were also
recorded by Tyler et al. (1982) for the dinoflagellate
Gyrodinium uncatenum at a convergent front in the
Chesapeake Bay. In this case the concentration a n d
spreading of the motile cells along the convergent
front coincided with a region of dense cyst concentrations in the sediment.
The accumulation patterns of motile phytoplankton
at divergent (upwelling) fronts are p r e d ~ c t e dby the
present model to be thin, concentrated horizontal
layers at the front, with more diffuse cells away from
the front (Fig. 12). This pattern is distinct from that
seen at a convergent front in that it crosses isopycnals.
Such patterns have been recorded for dinoflagellates
at an upwelling front in the Chesapeake Bay, USA
(Seliger et al. 3.981),and in the upwelling fronts of the
Skagerrak-Kattegat, Scandinavia (Richardson 1985).
Thus the qualitative features of the present model
show good agreement with extant data sets, suggesting that the basic model dynamics may be simulating
real processes.

Franks: Biomass accumulation a t fronts

It was shown that weaker swimmers tend to follow
the water streamlines more closely than stronger
swimmers (Fig. 11). Thus the weakest swimmers
would be less concentrated, and would be advected
along the pycnocline farther from a convergent front
than stronger swimmers (regardless of swimming
behavior). This would lead to a sorting of organisms
along the pycnocline of the front, 1~1ththe strongest
swimmers near the front, and the weaker swimmers
away from the front. Such a spatial dislocation of
populations has been recorded at tidal fronts, where
motile ciliates and flagellates dominated near the
front, while diatoms were found farther from the front
(Pingree et al. 1978, Sirnpson et al. 1979, Holligan
1981). Strong cross-frontal gradients in the planktonic
community structure have also been recorded at winddriven upwelling zones, for example off Peru (Beers et
al. 1971), a n d off the coast of Northwest Africa (Blasco
et al. 1981). These gradients a r e generally acknowledged to be physically mediated, although the precise
mechanisms have not been specified.
The retention zones discussed by Stommel (1949)
and Evans and Taylor (1980) for Langmuir circulations
are unlikely to arise in the open flow cells used in the
present study. Evans a n d Taylor (1980) made the point
that such zones a r e unlikely to exist even in Langmuir
cells, d u e to variability in the flow and swimming
behavior. Accumulation zones, however, are likely to
appear whenever a swimming population consistently
changes its swimming speed, such as tracking a n
isolume, isotherm, crossing a pycnocline, nutricline
etc. The horizontal patchiness created in these situations depends on the swimming behavior and the
ambient flows, as shown above.
In the models presented above, I have specifically
ignored a growth response of the organisms. To
include such a response would considerably restrict
the applicability of the models, since a space or timedependent growth function would have to be specified. However, some intuitive idea of the physiological
response of the organisms to their new environment
can be obtained by consideration of the physical processes affecting the organisms during swimming a n d
accumulation.
The organisms in a convergence zone a r e stationary
relative to the front, but a r e moving relative to the ambient flow. Thus they a r e constantly being supplied
with 'new' water. This gives a mechanism for enhancing the supply of nutrients or food to the swimmers,
enabling the biomass to increase both by the physical
effect of accun~ulation,a n d the physiological response
to increased nutrient or food supply. In the case of
phytoplankton, this allows the population to translocate nutrients, creating a biomass far in excess of
that attainable by a passive (non-swimming) cell. This
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situation is commonly seen a t tidal fronts, where a
single species will often dominate the population,
e.g. Gyrodinium aureolum in convergent tidal fronts
around the British Isles (Pingree et al. 1975). It was
estimated that this bloom contained more nutrients
than were available in the water; the present model
suggests a mechanism for this nutrient accumulation.
The strategy of holding position relative to the front
while nutrients and food are advected past appears to
have been adopted by members of higher trophic
levels. Wolanski & Harnner (1988) report columns of
whales feeding in a current created by flow past a n
island. The whales maintained their position relative to
the land, while swimming forward in the current, thus
exploiting any accumulation of plankton generated in
the island wake.
Because they a r e not under the influence of the
ambient vertical velocities, strong swimmers a r e very
likely to create accumulation zones. Weak swimmers
may not always create such zones, but their swimming
behavior will alter the amount of time they spend
in any given region of the flow. Weak floaters a r e
advected toward the pycnocline of a convergent front,
and spend more time away from the surface than they
would otherwise (Fig. 7 ) . Weak sinkers at a divergent
front are buoyed upward by the flow, and so take
longer to sink out of the water column (Fig. 6). Such
effects may alter the persistence of a population in a
given region, and may create a refugium for organisms
in certain types of flow.
The model presented above was designed to simulate swimming organisms at fronts, but may equally
apply to sinking particulate matter in 2 dimensional
flows, benthic larvae in bottom fronts, or flying organi,sms ( e . g ,insects) in atmospheric flows. Thus aspects of
the model may be useful in understanding the distribution of terrigenous material in coastal regions, the
patterns of benthic larval accumulation in strong tidal
regions, or the concentrations of locusts in atmospheric
fronts.
The most critical assunlptions of the model presented
a r e that a 2-dimensional flow exists, that it is steady,
a n d that the swimming behavior exists. There is ample
evidence for directed swimming behavior of organisms
in the ocean (particularly sinking), a n d the assumption
of steady flow can probably b e relaxed without affecting the basic results (although the solutions become
much more complicated). Such matters a r e certainly
worth pursuing. The assumption of a 2-dimensional
cross-frontal flow is more problematic. Numerous
researchers have hypothesized the existence of a
deterministic cross-frontal flow, however most field
data emphasize the 3-dimensional, unsteady nature of
fronts. The common observation of surface accumulations of floating material at frontal zones, however,
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reinforces the notion of a deterministic cross-frontal
convergence. Still, the deeper flows a r e poorly understood. It is premature, then, to interpret specific data
sets quantitatively with this model. However it appears
to be a useful heuristic tool for understanding the processes affecting motile organisms at fronts, and interpreting t h e results of more complete models.
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